CCC Volunteer Job Descriptions (2022)
Audio/Visual Attendant
The Audio/Visual (A/V) Attendant for FIRST Robotics Competition assists with lighting, sound,
and any projections shown during the event. May be asked to help manage the live stream to
create an exciting, cohesive experience for web spectators, and create an archive for teams to
re-live the event.

Cleanup Volunteer
Perform the following cleanup tasks after the event:
1. Collect signs after the semi-final matches begin and deliver them to a designated
location.
2. Disassemble and pack up the practice field after the finals matches begin, and deliver
the components to a designated location on campus.
3. Collect trash from the stands and the rest of the venue. (Equipment: trash bags, latex
gloves)
4. Pack up tables, chairs and electrical cables.
5. Remove floor markings. Sweep and fold tarps and return to school or Team 1678, as
labeled. (Equipment: brooms, dustpans)
6. Sweep floors

Crowd Control
Help direct teams and spectators and enforce food/drink and safety rules:
1. No food or drink in any of the gymnasia.
2. Safety glasses must be worn at all times in the field and pit areas.
3. Appropriate (closed toe) footwear must be worn at all times in the field and pit areas.
4. Attendees must follow COVID protocols.

Field Cleanup
Disassemble and pack field after the finals, under the direction of the FTA. Move packed field
and field elements into PODS for shipping. Pack pipe and drape and stage for return to Team
1678.

Field Repair/Reset
Help reset the game field between matches. May assist in repairing minor field damage and
replacing tape markings.

Field Setup
Roll out carpet before the event. Remove field and field elements from shipping PODS into
main gym. Set up tables for FMS, announcers, etc. Unpack and set up field, under the
direction of the FTA. Set up pipe and drape systems to limit field access. Set up judges’ chairs.
May assist in FMS setup as well.

Judge
Interview teams about their robots and their teams to determine which teams should get
awards. Writes award scripts.

Pit Administration
Manage the pit area where teams work on their robots. The Pit Administration volunteers in the
Cafeteria will also supervise the Practice Field to ensure that teams are being safe, taking turns,
and taking good care of the practice field elements.

Queuer
Line teams up before their matches. Takes direction from Queuer Lead as to which teams
should be called upon to line up in which queue and when. May need to use radios and/or walk
the event to find teams not in the queue at their designated time.

Referee
Watch the matches, enforce the rules, assign penalties, keep score. Requires good knowledge
of game rules.

Scorekeeper
Input scoring data for matches live using laptop keystrokes interfaced with the FMS. Requires
sound knowledge of game rules, especially regarding scoring.

